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RAPTOR IDENTIFICATION,
AGEING & SEXING
SPECIES IDENTIFICATION (IN NESTLINGS
AND FULLY DEVELOPED BIRDS)
Diurnal raptors are difficult to identify because most species have a variety of plumages,
including different plumages for immatures, sexes, and colour morphs; and many exhibit
considerable individual variation. Many of these plumages are similar to those of other
species. Another cause of difficulty in raptor identification in the field is that many bird field
guides do not show the shapes of flying and perched raptors accurately.
The identification of raptors relies on a combination of field studies and museum work, by
cross-checking field observations with museum specimens and checking the validity of inhand characters in the field. On the other hand, the identification of birds of prey in flight will
always be a problem. No one can ever feel confident when confronted with species from a
group showing such diversity of plumage, whose silhouettes vary in subtle ways in different
circumstances, and for which the challenge of identification is so often made at considerable
range. The only way to achieve competence is to get to know them in the field and to learn
from mistakes. An initial clue can sometimes be provided by the type of habitat in which the
raptor is seen. Some species spend all of their time in fairly dense forests, others in more
open woodland, while others again are characteristic of an open country or sparsely
vegetated mountainous habitats. In the case of migratory species, however, any association
with a particular habitat type becomes largely irrelevant, as such raptors then may be seen
flying over just about any kind of country on their way between breeding and non-breeding
quarters.
To identify a close-flying raptor one needs to deploy a different set of characters compared
to identifying the same bird from a distance when only major feather tracks rather than
plumage details are visible. In recent raptor field identification guides, the emphasis has
been on relevant field characters, not on detailed plumage descriptions. In many field
activities it is necessary to have the raptors in hand (e.g., banding or ringing, attaching radio
or satellite transmitters for telemetry, taking measurement data, collecting blood or feather
samples for analysis), or a combination of these, and other reasons. Hand-held raptors
should be easier to identify, age, and sex than those spotted in the field. One can see
plumage details well and take measurements, which is especially helpful in determining sex.
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Owls can be particularly challenging to identify because most species are frequently
observed in low light conditions or just during a short period when flushed during the day. A
few owl species are active during the day (e.g., little owl), which facilitates their identification.
Most owls have a little variation of plumages within the species. However, many owl species
have rather similar plumages, typically with cryptic brownish patterns. Size, facial disk
pattern, iris colour, presence of ear tufts, and overall body colouration are the best
characteristics to help the identification of observed owls. Some owl species have different
colour morphs. Most frequently, owls are heard and not seen. Auditive identification is
possible since owl species have distinctive vocalizations.

SIZE
FIELD OBSERVATIONS

Assessing the absolute size of a bird in the field is extremely difficult. The impression of size
comes from the combined impression of the shape and movements of the bird (Forsman,
1999). Birds of prey are difficult to identify when flying and even more so when perched.
The best way to identify a raptor in the field is to familiarize oneself with its general silhouette
and flight patterns. Normally the main field marks used by a bird-watcher include the shape
and length of wings and tail, the head projection beyond the spread wings when flying and
certain behavioural patterns (e.g., hovering, stooping, gliding). Plumage characters (e.g., of
the head, tail, underwings, shoulders) are often used as cues although it is much better to
think in “black & white” when trying to describe the colour tints in a raptor’s feathers.
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Photo example: A group of a Black Kite Milvus migrans (middle), a Short-toed Snake
Eagle Circaetus gallicus (below) and two Lesser Spotted Eagles Clanga pomarina (top)
on migration.
©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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IN HAND IDENTIFICATION
& BODY MEASUREMENTS

In many field activities a researcher might
have a raptor in hand (e.g., ringing,
attaching telemetry equipment, taking
measurement data, collecting blood or
feather samples). Hand-held raptors are
rather easier to identify than those spotted
in flight. Photos of plumage details and
body measurements are especially useful
in determining species, sex and age class.
Some very common morphometric
measurements of raptors taken at body
points by the use of a ruler and a calliper
are:

Bill length

from the join at the bill-skull junction to the tip of the beak.

Bill depth

from the centre of the join at the bill-skull junction to the junction of the
cutting edge of the upper mandible and cere (or skin).

Bill width

between the junctions of the cutting edges of the upper mandible and
the cere (or skin) on each side of the gape.

Skull length

from the centre back of the skull to the front edge of the upper mandible

Skull width

between the widest points of the skull behind the eyes.
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Wing chord
length

from the front of the wrist (carpal joint) to the tip of the longest primary,
while keeping the wing flattened and folded as close to the raptor’s body
and the angle stop of the ruler firmly against the carpal joint.

Tarsus
length

from the posterior centre of the tibiotarsal-tarsometatarsal joint to the
dorsal base of the centre toe (the point is located by flexion of the toe).

Claw chords from the dorsal surface of the claw at the junction with the skin to the tip
of the claw. Most often, the measurement accounts for the chord of the
hallux claw (talon) usually in the hind of the raptor’s foot.

Tail lengths

Count tail feathers in from each side to locate the two central ones (#1
rectrices). The measurement is taken with a ruler, from the point of their
emergence from the skin to the tip of the longest one.

Biomass

Adjust a mechanical scale (or tare an electronic one) to the zero point.
Weight the bird in a bag and get the net weight by subtraction.
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SHAPE
BODY (PERCHED BIRDS)

Most raptors have a characteristic shape when perched but species within the same group
can be easily confused.

Photo example: Based on their shape, we can determine the species of raptors even
under very poor visibility conditions. The comparatively large and rounded head, the
bulky body and the relatively short tail of this bird refer to a spotted eagle, most
probably to a Lesser Spotted Eagle Clanga pomarina.
©A
Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu

The first points to look at on a perched raptor of unknown identity are shape and proportions:
the length, depth and other details of the bill; the size and shape of the head, and whether
any part of it is bare; the form of any crest; the bulk of the body; the length of the tail; whether
the legs are bare or feathered and, if bare, whether thick or slender; the length of the toes;
and, not least, because it can be a useful pointer, the position of the wing-tips in relation to
the tail-tip.
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WING-FORMULA

All diurnal raptors, owls and the raven have 10 functional primaries on each wing and 12
tail feathers. A vestigial eleventh primary (P11) is present in most raptor families except the
true hawks (Accipiters). The number of secondaries is more variable, increasing with the
size of the bird and wing length. The wing formula, or the spacing of the primary tips in
relation to each other, is known to be an important tool for identifying raptor species.

Photo example: Juvenile Pallid Harrier Circus macrourus (left) shows four primary
“fingers” compared to a juvenile Hen Harrier’s Circus cyaneus with five “fingers”
(right). ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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SILHOUETTE

Even if it is possible to identify a species solely by the silhouette, the silhouette is a widely
variable shape (Forsman, 1999). For experienced birders in many cases, it is possible to
separate or even age raptors by their silhouettes.

Photo example: Adult Red Kite Milvus milvus showing a diagnostic wide and forked
tail.
©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu

PLUMAGE COLORATION & PATTERNS

Plumage characters remain the most reliable feature on which to base identification. It is
possible to identify any bird of prey if the plumage is seen well, and indeed the identification
of most birds can be confirmed by looking at just a few crucial plumage characters. Raptors
are known for their extensive plumage variation even within a species. It is therefore
important to focus on those parts of the plumage that vary less and remain rather constant
(Forsman, 1999)
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Photo example: A Snowy owl Bubo scandiacus with unmistakable white plumage and
underparts pattern. ©Al Vrezec/NIB

INTRASPECIFIC COLOUR MORPHS

Photo example: Juvenile Common Buzzards Buteo buteo show extensive plumage
variation.
©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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Photo example: Grey (left) and rufous (right) colour morphs of the Tawny Owl Strix
aluco.
©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu

BEHAVIOUR
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

According to their wing motion, birds of prey use four main types of flight: a) soaring namely
gaining altitude by entering a rising air-current (“thermal” or deflecting updraft) with wings
usually spread to the maximum and their tails fanned, b) gliding namely travelling overland
through a descending trajectory with their wing wrists pushed forward and wingtips pulled
back c) flapping or energetic (powered) flight when uplift is produced by wing-beats and d)
hovering and kiting when they face into the wind and flap their wings or hold them steady to
remain in the same position. Various flight patterns are performed when raptors are hunting
namely searching flights by soaring from variable altitudes (great height e.g., vultures,
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medium height e.g. eagles, low height e.g. harriers, Barn Owl, Short-eared Owl), hunting
from a perch (e.g. some falcons, most owls), stooping on potential prey with their wings
almost completely folded and hovering over the same point (e.g. Kestrels).
The purpose of the flight makes a huge difference to the wing action and the behaviour of
the bird. Raptors can be soaring, gliding, flapping, stooping, hovering, and so on, not to
mention various sorts of flight displays and mutual interactions. In general, it can be said
that bigger species usually move slower.

Photo example: Hovering is a characteristic behaviour of kestrels. Adult male Lesser
Kestrel Falco naumanni. ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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SPECIES-SPECIFIC BEHAVIOUR

Many species of birds of prey perform
specific territorial or nuptial displays and
other specific behaviour, which can make
them easier to identify at certain times of the
year.

VOCALIZATION
Many diurnal raptors are generally rather
silent out of the breeding season and voice
plays a relatively small part in field
identification. Some calls, however, are
strikingly characteristic and others will draw
attention
to
high-flying
raptors.
Nevertheless, the knowledge of calls,
especially for woodland and nocturnal
species such as the owls, may be vital for
identifying species. In owls, the different
vocalizations can help identify the sex and
age of individuals, also providing potential
information on the breeding status.
Note: Xeno-canto.org or eBird.org are
dedicated to sharing a wide range of bird
songs including calls of diurnal raptors and
owls.

Photo example: Undulating display flight
of a Short-toed Snake-Eagle Circaetus
gallicus (photomontage).
©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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Photo example: Juvenile Lesser Spotted Eagle Clanga pomarina advertising its
position to parents in the forest canopy. ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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SPECIES IDENTIFICATION BY SIGNS
A range of different signs can indicate the species of raptors present in an area, although,
on their own, signs do not generally allow definite species identification.
KILLS

The location, habitat and prey type are often of more use in indicating the likely species of
raptor involved than the plucking style.

Photo example: Plucked feathers of medium-sized owls in quarries are good
indicators of the presence of the Eurasian Eagle-owl Bubo bubo. ©A
Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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PELLETS

Pellets are the regurgitated remains of indigestible parts of prey, such as bones, fur and
feathers. Like kills, the locations and habitats in which pellets are found often provide a good
indication of the species involved but firm identification may not be possible because pellets
can vary in form within a species, and overlap in size and type with those of other species.

Photo example: Pelleting Eurasian Kestrel Falco tinnunculus. ©A
Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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DROPPINGS

Raptors often excrete faeces by lifting the tail and squirting them out like a jet. Droppings
alone will not be specific enough to allow species identification in most cases, but in some
cliff-nesting species may help in the determination of presence with additional information
or evidence.

Photo example: Griffon Vulture Gyps fulvus “whitewash” and nest material.
©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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SHED FEATHERS

Moulted feathers found at a raptor roost or
nest site, or in the vicinity of signs such as
pellets or plucks can be used both to
identify the species and potentially also
individual birds, as feather patterning can
be unique to a particular species and
individual.

Photo example: The luminous base of
primaries is most characteristic in
Rough-legged buzzards Buteo rufinus
©
https://www.featherbase.info/nb/species/but
eo/rufinus
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NESTS, EGGS & BROODS

Photo example: Bonelli’s eagles Aquila
fasciata often build conspicuous “nestbaskets” on cliff walls over the sea. © S
Xirouchakis/NHMC
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AGE DETERMINATION (AGEING)
PLUMAGE & AGEING

In most diurnal raptors the juvenile, immature and adult plumages differ remarkably in their
patterns and colourations from above and below. According to species, the whole process
of arriving at the adult plumage may take from one year to seven or eight (Ferguson-Lees
& Christie, 2001). In owls, age identification will most frequently have to be with the bird in
the hand, since the plumage pattern is similar (generally by inspecting feather pattern and
moults.

Photo example: For Egyptian Vultures Neophron percnopterus it takes four years to
gradually acquire the black and white adult plumage. ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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MOULT & AGEING

Moult is important for ageing raptors, particularly the moult sequences of flight and tail
feathers. Actively moulting birds are easily recognized by their symmetrical gaps in the
wings and tail. Accidents may also result in lost or broken feathers, but these gaps are rarely
symmetrical. A simple and important rule is that juveniles do not moult their remiges during
the first autumn, except the Osprey (Pandion haliaetus). Active moult indicates a nonjuvenile raptor. In some of the larger eagles and vultures, the moult pattern provides the
only reliable clue for correct ageing.

Photo example: 2cy male Montagu’s Harrier Circus pygargus with symmetrical
mixture of juvenile and immature feathers. ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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PLUMAGE WEAR

After the moult, plumage wear is the second factor most affecting a bird’s plumage and
appearance. The plumage is constantly exposed to wear. Strong sun, dry climate, winds,
sandstorms and abrasion from vegetation all have an adverse effect on the plumage, but
even everyday activities such as flying, preening, etc. wear down the feather structure with
time.

Photo example: Immature Steppe Eagle Aquila nipalensis with worn upper-wing
coverts.
©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu

The shapes of individual feathers differ between juveniles and adults. In juveniles, the
feathers are narrower and the tips are more pointed, while adults have broader feathers
with blunt or rounded tips. Juveniles and young immatures in many species show a distinctly
serrated or indented trailing edge, because of the pointed secondary tips, while adults show
a straighter line.
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Photo example: Young immature Bearded Vulture Gypaetus barbatus with strikingly
serrated trailing edge to the wing. ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu

WING FORMULA & SILHOUETTES IN AGE CLASSES

A general trend among the Accipitrids is for the juveniles to show shorter inner primaries
than adults, which gives them a nicely S-curved trailing edge to the wing, while the adults
show more rectangular wings with a straighter trailing edge (Forsman, 1999).
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AGE
DETERMINATION
IN NESTLINGS
For many species of raptor, measuring
chicks can give a good indication of
their age and, in sexually dimorphic
species, their sex.
BIOMETRY (GROWTH CURVES)

Photo example: Growth curves of
Eleonora’s falcon (Falco eleonorae)
(Wink et al. 1993)

DEVELOPMENT OF NATAL
PLUMAGES

The young diurnal birds of prey
(Falconiformes and Accipitriformes) and
owls (Strigiformes) are classed as ‘semialtricial’. They hatch covered in dense down
and are unable to leave the nest. They are
wholly dependent on the parent birds until
after they fledge.

Photo example: A c. 5-week old Tawny Owl Strix aluco ‘brancher’. Owl nestlings may
leave the nest well before their plumage is fully developed. ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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BARE PARTS OF NESTLINGS

Bare parts of a bird not covered with
feathers (cere, bill, eyes, eye-rings and
feet).
Bare parts of raptors and owls may differ
by species, age group and sex of the birds.
IRIS

Photo example: The pale grey iris with black pupil visible of juvenile Common Buzzards
Buteo buteo is diagnostic compared to the very dark brown iris of adults. ©A
Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu

TALONS

Photo example: Kestrels Falco tinnunculus can be distinguished by Lesser Kestrels
Falco naumanni from the colouration of their talons (black vs. white)

CERE OR BEAK
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Photo example: The sex of Eleonora’s falcon Falco eleonorae fledglings can be
distinguished by the colour of the cere (Females: blue-green; Males: orange-yellow,
Wink et al. 1982). ©S Xirouchakis/ NHMC
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SEX DETERMINATION (SEXING)
Sex determination gives the differences between males and females.
BODY PROPORTIONS

European diurnal raptors show reversed sexual size dimorphism, the females sometimes
being considerably larger than males. In smaller owl species body size differences between
the two sexes are much less noticeable, being more evident in larger species (e.g., Eagle
Owl).
In most species, it is possible to sex a perched raptor by the proportions of the head, bill
and eye. Males have a comparatively larger head relative to their body, the head appears
rounder, the face ‘flatter’, the bill smaller and the eye bigger than in the female.

Photo example: The female Eastern Imperial Eagle Aquila heliaca (left) can be much
stronger in build than the male (right). ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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SEXUAL PLUMAGE DIMORPHISM

While in some raptors and most owls in general the plumages of the males and females are
almost identical, in other birds of prey the plumage colours and patterns are considerably
different.

Photo example: The ‘tricolour’ plumage of the adult male Western Marsh Harrier
Circus aeruginosus is markedly different to the adult female’s chocolate brown
plumage. ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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BARE PARTS

IRIS

Photo example: The yellow iris of a juvenile Pallid Harrier Circus macrourus
indicates a male.
©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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CERE AND BEAK.

Photo example: In addition to plumage characters, darker shadowing on the
yellowish bill indicates an older immature (4cy) White-tailed Sea Eagle Haliaeetus
albicilla. ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu
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IN-HAND SEX DETERMINATION (BIOMETRY)

Age of nestling = (Wing Chord+ 52.1)/ 9.71 for 45 < Wing Chord < 113
Age of nestling = (Wing Chord- 8.3)/ 6.16 for 113 < Wing Chord < 242
Photo example: Wing chord measurements converted to hatching dates of young
Eleonora’s Falcon Falco eleonorae using growth curve formulas (Ristow & Wink
2004). ©S Xirouchakis/NHMC
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FIGURES AND CHARTS
Photo example:

A group of a Black Kite Milvus migrans (middle), a Short-toed
Snake Eagle Circaetus gallicus (below) and two Lesser Spotted
Eagles Clanga pomarina (top) on migration.
©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu ..............................................................................6

Photo example:

Based on their shape, we can determine the species of
raptors even under very poor visibility conditions. The
comparatively large and rounded head, the bulky body and
the relatively short tail of this bird refer to a spotted eagle,
most probably to a Lesser Spotted Eagle Clanga pomarina.
©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu ..............................................................................9

Photo example:

Juvenile Pallid Harrier Circus macrourus (left) shows four
primary “fingers” compared to a juvenile Hen Harrier’s
Circus cyaneus with five “fingers” (right). ©A
Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu....................................................................................10

Photo example:

Adult Red Kite Milvus milvus showing a diagnostic wide and
forked tail.
©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu........................ 11

Photo example:

A Snowy owl Bubo scandiacus with unmistakable white
plumage and underparts pattern. ©Al Vrezec/NIB .................................... 12

Photo example:

Juvenile Common Buzzards Buteo buteo show extensive
plumage variation.
©A
Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu.................................................................................... 12

Photo example:

Grey (left) and rufous (right) colour morphs of the Tawny
Owl Strix aluco.
©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu ................ 13

Photo example:

Hovering is a characteristic behaviour of kestrels. Adult male
Lesser Kestrel Falco naumanni. ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu ................. 14

Photo example:

Undulating display flight of a Short-toed Snake-Eagle
Circaetus gallicus (photomontage). ©A
Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu.................................................................................... 15

Photo example:

Juvenile Lesser Spotted Eagle Clanga pomarina advertising its
position to parents in the forest canopy. ©A
Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu.................................................................................... 16

Photo example:

Plucked feathers of medium-sized owls in quarries are good
indicators of the presence of the Eurasian Eagle-owl Bubo
bubo. ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu .................................................................. 17

Photo example:

Pelleting Eurasian Kestrel Falco tinnunculus. ©A
Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu.................................................................................... 18

Photo example:

Griffon Vulture Gyps fulvus “whitewash” and nest material.
©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu ............................................................................ 19
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Photo example:

The luminous base of primaries is most characteristic in
Rough-legged buzzards Buteo rufinus ............................................................. 20

Photo example:

Bonelli’s eagles Aquila fasciata often build conspicuous “nestbaskets” on cliff walls over the sea. © S Xirouchakis/NHMC .................. 21

Photo example:

For Egyptian Vultures Neophron percnopterus it takes four
years to gradually acquire the black and white adult
plumage. ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu ........................................................ 22

Photo example:

2cy male Montagu’s Harrier Circus pygargus with
symmetrical mixture of juvenile and immature feathers. ©A
Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu................................................................................... 23

Photo example:

Immature Steppe Eagle Aquila nipalensis with worn upperwing coverts.
©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu ................. 24

Photo example:

Young immature Bearded Vulture Gypaetus barbatus with
strikingly serrated trailing edge to the wing. ©A
Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu....................................................................................25

Photo example:

Growth curves of Eleonora’s falcon (Falco eleonorae) (Wink
et al. 1993) ............................................................................................................... 26

Photo example:

A c. 5-week old Tawny Owl Strix aluco ‘brancher’. Owl
nestlings may leave the nest well before their plumage is
fully developed. ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu ........................................... 26

Photo example:

The pale grey iris with black pupil visible of juvenile
Common Buzzards Buteo buteo is diagnostic compared to the
very dark brown iris of adults.
©A
Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu.................................................................................... 27

Photo example:

Kestrels Falco tinnunculus can be distinguished by Lesser
Kestrels Falco naumanni from the colouration of their talons
(black vs. white) ...................................................................................................... 27

Photo example:

The sex of Eleonora’s falcon Falco eleonorae fledglings can be
distinguished by the colour of the cere (Females: blue-green;
Males: orange-yellow, Wink et al. 1982). ©S Xirouchakis/
NHMC ..................................................................................................................... 28

Photo example:

The female Eastern Imperial Eagle Aquila heliaca (left) can be
much stronger in build than the male (right). ©A
Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu................................................................................... 29

Photo example:

The ‘tricolour’ plumage of the adult male Western Marsh
Harrier Circus aeruginosus is markedly different to the adult
female’s chocolate brown plumage. ©A
Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu................................................................................... 30

Photo example:

The yellow iris of a juvenile Pallid Harrier Circus macrourus
indicates a male. ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu ........................................... 31
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Photo example:

In addition to plumage characters, darker shadowing on the
yellowish bill indicates an older immature (4cy) White-tailed
Sea Eagle Haliaeetus albicilla. ©A Kovacs/RaptorImages.hu .................... 32

Photo example:

Wing chord measurements converted to hatching dates of
young Eleonora’s Falcon Falco eleonorae using growth curve
formulas (Ristow & Wink 2004). ©S Xirouchakis/NHMC ...................... 33
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